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CORREXATIONCIFCREEP-BUXJNGTES!I!SWTJ?HTBEIORY 

By Shszad A. Patel, Joseph Kempner, Burton Erickson, 
and Abol H. Mobassery 

The results of short-time creep-buckling and creep-bending tests of 
20244% al-m-alloy columns of slenderness ratio Il.1 are presented. 
The tests were perform~ed at 600’ F, and strain measurements were taken 
wfth high-temperature electric-resistance strain gages. A description 
of the development of the gages is given in an appendix. !Ibe column 
tests show that the critical time decreases much more rapidly with 
Increasing load than with Increasing initial deviation from straightness. 
The bending tests Indicate that the steady creep rate of the curvature 
is a simple power function of applied moment. These latter results, 
together with a previously derived creep-buckling theory, sre used to 
develop'a semiempirical formula suitable as a guide for the determtition 
of the critical time for ~01~s. 

INTRODUXION 

When a load-carrying structrxre is used at elevated temperatures, 
its structural elements deform with time even though the external loads 
may not change. If the structure contains components which are subjected 
to compressive loads, the danger of a local or general Instability exists 
because of the Interaction between the loads and creep deformations. Llhe 
need for suitable design criteria covering such failures is apparent. 
Fortunately, such problems sre extremely complicated and generally not 
amenable to simple calculations. Such is the column problem. Notwith- 
standing, several more or lees approximate column creep-buckling theories 
have been published in the past few years (for example, refs. 1 to 6). 
Some appropriate colrrmn tests have also been reported (for example, 
refs. 4 and 7 to ILL). In reference 10 a fairly comprehensive test pro- 
gram, the results of which were presented ti the light of the theoretical 
results of reference 2, facilitated the construction of column curves for 
7075~!I6 aluminum-alloy columns. 'These curves appear to be satisfactory 
for design purposes in the temperature range 300 to 600' F. 
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The present report represent8 an extension of references XL and 5, 
respectively, inasmuch as it reports on the results of a series of creep- 
buckling tests on 20244@t alumin~~~-aIUoy columns and applies the results 
of the creep-buckling theory described in reference 5. Data obtained 
from creep-bend- tests and used in the correlation of column tests 
snd theory are also presented. Ilh the column sad beam tests, high- 
temperature electric-resistance etraln gages were used to meaeure strain. 
The development of these gages is descrfbed in the appendix. A semi- 
empirical formula is derived which may serve as a guide for determmn 
the manner in whkh the critical. time of a column depends upon load, 
initial deviation from stt3agbtness, and the physical and geometric prop- 
erties of a column. 

This I.nvesti.gation was carried out under the sponeorshfp and with 
the financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
Lihe authors are grateful to Professor I?. J. Hoff for his valuable sugges- 
tions and to Messrs. Fhncis W. French and Samuel Ledermann for their 
assistance tithe test program. 

A area of cross section of column 

a, amplitude of nth Fourier component of Initial deviation from 
straightness 

modulus of elastici-ty at room tqerature and at elevated 
temperature, respectively 

El creep constant 

% = %JP 

elhot 
value of a1 p' determined at elevated temperature 

I 

fTO 
ratio of total midpoint deflection to column depth at t = 0, 

(&llb"*fb - (%I 

h depth of cross section of column 

h* depth of idealized H-section equivalent of recw 
section, h/P 
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least moment of Inertia of rectanguBz cross section 

creep constants 

colLmm length 

bending moment 

Fnteger 

axial load on column 

Euler load 

radius of curvature 

time 

critical time 

time at which z = l/2 

initial deviation from straightiess 

deflection due to loads 

amplitude of w(t) 

totalmidpolnt deflection immediately prior to collapse 

axial co ordinate 

ratio of total midpoint deflection to column depth at any 
time t 

ratio of applied load to Euler load or ratio of average 
axial elastic strain to Ner strati, p/pE or +E 

strain, positive in compression 

Euler strain, h/L) 2 

average elastic strati across colt depth, p/m 

difference in strain on convex and concave surfaces of beam 
or coluum 
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average of Ae taken over central two-thirds of column 

creep constant 

radius of gyration of recw cross section, h/2 fi 

stress, positive in compression 

Euler stress 

nondimensional time parameter 

critical value of time psrsmeter 

value of time parameter corresponding to 2 =1/2 

COLUMN TESTS 

. 

The results of two series of elevated-temperature tests performed 
on columns fabricated from 20244% aluminum alloy were presented In an 
earlier report (ref. 13). Except for the technique described thereFn 
for the determination of the initial deviations from straightness, the 
method of testFng and the testing apparatus used ti the present (third) 
series of tests were the s&me a&, hence, are not described. Det-- 
tion of the initial deviations from straightness In the tests reported 
here was accompl$shed at room and elevated temperatures with the aid of 
the high-temperature electric-resistance strain gages described ti the 
appendix. 

Determination of 

The Fnitfal deviation 
Fourier series 

Initial Deviation 

from straightness 

l3mn Straightness 

can be represented by the 

(1) 

ti which wi represents the initial deviation of the center line of the 
column from the ltie of action of the axial load, an is the smplitude 
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of the nth Fourier component, and x and L, respectively, are the coor- 
dTnate andlengthmeasured almg a straight line from one We edge to 
the other (fig. 1). E an axial compressive load is applied to an elastic, 
simply supported column of rectanguLar cross section, the difference in 
the strati on the convex and concave sides is, from reference XL, 

As = -(aT/L)2ha 
. 

(21 

in which h is the depth of the cross section, a is the ratio of the 
applied load P to the Fuler load Pg = (x/L)~EI, E is the elastic 
modulus, and I is theleastmomentof inertia of the cross sectianof 
the column. The average elastic strain across the depth is 

T=P/AE (3;) 

in which the strain is considered positive in ccanpression and A is the 
cross-sectional area. SFnce the depth of the rectanguBr cross secticm 
isrelatedto theradius of gyration p accordingto h=m and 
since the Euler strati is given by Ed = (5~p/L)~, equation (2) can be 
expressed in-terms of strains as 

Ae = 2fi 5gp/(n2 - ayen sin(nxx/L) 
n=l 

(4) 

in which en = +lp and a = P/pE = Z/GE. 

I3 order to correlate the creep-buckling chsracteristics of columns 
withthe amplitude el of thefirstharmonic of the initialdeviation, 
it is desirable that this quantity be determinea very accurately. In the 
present work this fs accomplished with the use of auf-table-gage-length 
high-temperature strain gages (see appendix). These gages are attached. 
to the column insuchamanner as tomeasurethe change inthe extreme 
fiber lengths over the central-two-thirds of the column length. The 
average stratidifference over-this length is then 



= (3/=) s 5W 
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(5) 

Equations (4) and (5) yield 

asav = -(6/ti)fi~~ sk/(n2 - aI+, 8in(m/2)sh(r&) (6) 
= 

It may be noted that those harmonics for which n is a multiple of 2 
or 3 do not contribute t0 Ae,. Thus, e2, e3, e4, eg, ~3 so forth 
do not affect the calculations. Hence, i.f the applied load is not too 
difficult from the Euler load, all mice other than the first will 
contribute insignificantly; and, therefore, the average strain difference 
csnbe approximatedby 

Aaav = -(9/s)b/(1 - &fl EEel (7) 

This relation can be expressed in a form analogous to that used for a 
Southwell. plot: 

As, + (9/+fl 

In which Aeav and @avl-) E are considered as vsrlables; and, hence, the 
equation is that of a straight line, each point of which corresponds to 
a given end load. Iche slope Of the ltie is the critical skrati eE and 
the intercept is proportional to the nondimensional initial deviation 
amplitude el* Hence, if Aeav and 5 are measured for a series of end 
loads, sg and el can be determined. 

MeaSLWC?ment of Acav and z and Determination of el 

For the experimental determination of the average extreme fiber 
strati, four high-temperature strati gages, each of whose-length wa8 
one-third of the column length, were attached to the test specimen as 
indicated in figure 2(a), In figure-2 the locations of the gages are 
indicated by the numbers 1 to 4. Tbeae gages were connected to a 
Baldwin SR-4 strati indicator to form a complete four-arm bridge as 

. 

* 
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shown Fn figure 2(b). This configuration afforded the direct deterPliaa- 
tion ofttice the difference of the average maximumfiber strain; that 
18, -EW* It al80 provided for autcmatic temperature compensation and 
for maximum output from the bridge. In addition, a switchfng system 
enabled the gages to be coupled as Indicated in ffgure 2(c). !This 
arrangement facilitatedthemeasurementoftwice the average strain, 
that is, 2:. 

Theprocedureforthe alinementof a COlUmnXas similar to that 
described in reference Xl.. ~~salwa3rsperf~~atroamt~erature. 
The upper pair and lower pair of gages were used separately (fig. 2(a)), 
and lmoKn increments of loadwere applied to de term3ne whether the two 
pairs of gages yieldedthe same average strati F for a givenload. 
Ilhis requtiement was met fn all tests. To insure syaanetzyofthedeflec- 
tions, at the load level correspondFng to that at which the creep-buclUng 
test was to be conducted the column was alined in such a manner that the 
upper andlowerpairs of gages yieldedthe 8sme straindifference. Durin@; 
this pericd of adjustment, the knife-edge support8 were set to give strain 
difference8 in Close accord with those calculated to correspond to a 
prescribed value of the initial deviation empLLtude el. 

When the alinementwas completed, the circuits were arrangedas 
described previously fn order to per&t the determination of Aeav and. 
E. At room temperature several sets of measurements of these quentities 
were made for load variation8 correspondfng to a = 0.70 to O.B, and 
the results were plotted 3n accordance with equation (8) to obtain a 
curve of As, versus Asav/Z. Atypicalcurve i8 ShO~ntifigure3. 
For each column tested., the slope and intercept of the straight-line 
portion of the corresponding curve of Aeav versus Aeav/T were deter- 
mined by the method of least squares (see eq. (8)). The resulting Euler 
strati eg and nondimensional initial-deviation amplitude el, so deter- 
mined, sre listed Fn table 1. It may be noted froan equation (8) that, 
although values of sE depend upon the gage factor, values of el do 
not, provided all gage factors are identical.. Also included ti table 1 
f8 the Ner strati calcuhted from cE = (fip/L)2a Ache test restits for 
cE are seen t0 be in good meement With the CakUl&Ed value. The table 
also contains values of the tiitial-deviation amplitude 4-hat, which were 

determined at the creep-buckling test temperature of 600~ F. Because the 
length of time required to measure strati increments at various load levels 
would be sufficient to cause considerable creep at 6000 F, 

e%lot was 
determ3ned with the aid of equation (7) from a single measured change Aeav 
corresp-onding to the increment In load from preload (a = 0.091) to column- 
test load (a = 0.704). 'Ilbs, the results obtained for e 

J-hot 
cannot be 
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. 
considered too reliable, even though the effects of many of the higher 
harmonics are automaticaUy elimFnated by the technique employed. 

Results of Creep-Bucklfng Tests 

The results of creep-buckling tests performed on the six columns 
each of slenderness ratio IX, 12 inches long, and having a cross section 
of 3/8 by IL/2 inch are presented fn table 1 and figures 4 and 5. In each 
case the test tmperature was 6000 F and the end load was 774 pounds 
(a = 0.704). The time necessary for a column to collapse is denoted as 
the critical time and designated as t,, in table 1 and figures 4 and 5. 
COlbCQSe a;LwayS OCCUYTE?d suddenly. During the course of each test Asav 
was measured as a function of time in the manner previously described. 
The deflections due to load of a column can be expressed in terms of 
Ae(t) if it is assumed that cross sections of the column remain plane 
during bending and that the deflection w(t) is small and can be repre- 
sentedbya bmplehalf-sine wave. Ll31en 

(9) 
. 

w(t) = ;;(-t)sti(5cx/L) (10) 

Hence 

A&) av = (3/2)(h/L) j-;‘6kZ(t)/bq do - 

G(t) = -b’/%) ,/?(L2/h) A&), 

(11) 

in which y(t) is the midpoint deflection at any time t and As(t), 
is the corresponding difference Fn the extreme fiber strains averaged 
over the central two-third.8 of the column length. In figure 4 the ratio 
of the total midpoint deflection v(t) + a1 to the column depth h is 
given as a function of the time. The value found for this ratio immedf- 
ately prior to collapse is designated as w+/h and is listed In table 1. 
It is seen to vary between 0.49 and 0.63 for this series of tests, and 
for a prelzhinary series of tests on coltmns of slenderness ratio 166 it 
ranged frcm 0.53 to 0.56. In reference 10 it was noted that for 
7075~T6 aluminum-alloy columns having slenderness ratios of 30 to 100, 
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respectively, the quantity s/h vsried from 0.10 to 0.75. These tests 
were performed at tmeratures of 300 to 6ooO F. The small deflections 
encountered ti reference 10 snd in the present tests justify the u8e of 
equation (g), that is, a small-deflection theory. 

The critical time t,, given in table 1 is shown plotted against 
el ti figure 5. The triangles and circles, respectively, correspond 
to values of e-~. measured. atrocmtemperature and attest temperature 
for a = 0.704. The raddng symbol8 represent data obtained from 
reference ll. 93~ curves,whichsrebasedupontheory,willbe discussed 
later. !i%e results show that COl&pSe time is much more Sensitive to 
change8 in end load than to changes ti the tiitial deviation from strafght- 
ness. As p&n-ted out In reference ll, the results may al80 be Wfluenced 
by the presence of higher h8rmonfcs In the fnitlal deviation from straight- 
ness and by the prelosd required during the heat--up period. In addi- 
tion, since x)24-!& is a precipitation-hardened. material, its physical 
prm%eries may alter siepificsntly with time at the test temperature of 

. 

BENDINGTESTS 

In order to detae the material properties in creep being of 
the 202LT4 al-~ alloy of which the columns were fabricated, a series 
of pure-bend- tests was performed at 6000 F. Some of the geometrical 
and physical properties of the beams tested 8ze: 

Specimen size, in. .................. l/4 by l/2 by 17 
tk8t length, ti. ........................ 12 
Beamdepth,h,in. ........................ l/4 
MOaulu8 of elasticity at rocpLL temperature, E, psi . 

....... 
10.64 X 106 

Modulu8 of elasticity at 6000 F (see appendix), ET, psi 7.4 X 1.06 

Test Apparatus a& Rrocedme 

The test apparatus consists of an oven capable of maintaa constant 
temperatures u$ to l,OO@ F and a load3ng device designed to apply a pure 
bendUg moment to beams of rectangulsx cross section (figs. 6 and 7). It 
may be noted from figure 7 that the entlre apparatus is supported on shock- 
absorbtig shoe8 to reduce the transmission of vibrations to the test 
specimen. 

oven.- The oven consists of a bottom plate and a cover (fig. 7). 
To the bottom plate, which is fabricated from 1-inch-thfck !l3xnsite, are 
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attached two 1,000~watt 8nd two 2%~watt electric strip heater8 as weIU. 
as knife-edge supports for the beam (fig. 6). The cover is made of two 
boxes of Transite plate with 3-inch-thick magnesia block insulation 
between the walls. The inner volume of the assembled oven is approxi- 
mately l/2 cubic foot. Thirty minutes at full power is required to 
obtain a tculrperatU??e of 6C@ F, and one-third of this power is required 
to mafntain this tempmature during test. 

Temperature measurement.- The temperature was measured along the 
X&inch test length of the epecimen with three equally spaced iron- 
constantan thermocouples which were c~ected through a switch to a 
Brown potentiometer (model ll17). The thermocou@ee were tied to the 
specimen tith copper wire in such a manner that the hot junctions were 
in contact with the specimen. Since it was fou&. that the temperature 
difference between any two stations was withti 20 F, only the thermocouple 
at the middle of the specimen was used durfng the test. lchi8 thermocouple 
operated an automatic temperature controller @hen-Wols) which maintained 
the test temperature to within *30 F. 

Curvature measurement.- Strati measurements. were made in a manner I 
analogous to that described previously. However, two gages were attached 
side by side to the zapper face and to the lower face of the beam, each 
gage extendFng over the central one-third of the be, (fig. 6). TZxe 

L 

average strain difference 80 obtaIned is also the strain difference at 
any position along the be&n because the beam under a pure bendin moment 
deformswithaconstantcurvature chsnge along itslengthasd 1 fR = As/h, 
where R is the radius of curvature. 

Test procedure.- The specimen was placed ti position on the supporting 
knife edges, and, tith the load supported by mechanical jacks, the loadfng 
lmife edges wereplaced onthebeam. The oven was then assembled and the 
temperature of the specimen stabdlfzed at 600~ F. Before the load was 
transmittedfromthe jacks to thebeam,the atraln-indicator readingwas 
taken. A reading was also made shortly after the jacks were lowaed. 
?he time lapse between the f3rs-t 8nd second measurements was from 20 to 
30 Seconds. For the firstseveralmInute8 afterloading,readdngswere 
taken at the end of eachminute; thereafter, titervals of 2$to 5mFnutes 
were used. !lhe test was terminated before excessive deformations were 
obtained but not before 2 to 3 hours of steady creep was observed. 

Results of Creep-Rending TeSti 

The results of four creep-bending tests are given In figure 8 and 
table 2. -figure 8the curvature l/R is plotted against time. Since 
the time interval between 1osdIng and the first test potit is not known 
accurately, all points in figure 8 are subject to a possible shift 
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equivalent to 20 to 30 seconds. %!he point8 shown along the axis Of Audi- 
nates are computed frcHn an elastic analysfs with BJ = 7.4 x 106. A 
considerable portion of each plot is seen to lie fn a range. of approxi- 
mately steady creep rate of the curvature, A sizaightlinedrawnthrough 
the corresponding points of each of these plots yields the rates given 
in table 2. The corresponding intercepts sre desi@&ated a8 l/R,. The 
curvatures calctitedfrome~stic analysi8 aredesignatedas l/&. 

If the steady creep rate d(l/R)/dt from table 2 is plotted on a 
logarithmic scaleas shown infigure 9, a stra5ghtUnecanbe drawn 
through the plotted points. Thu8,the creep rate canberepresentedby 
apowerlawof theform 

d(l/R)/dt = IHm (13) 

inwhich M is the amlied. moment and k and m are constits. With 
the data given ti table 2, the method of least squares yields m = 2.94 

u and k = 808 x 10-12. 3Y m i8 taken as the nearest integer, 

m= 3 d (1sa) 

and k becomes 

k= 633 x lo-= ti.-%b-%&n-l ma 

These values sre used In the analysis. When tierted into equation (131, 
they yields values of the creep rate In very good agreement tith the 
experimental, values (cwpare the third and last column8 of table 2). 

CORREUTION OF TIEDRY AND ExpERlMENlcIEORCREEP RUXLJNG 

Ananalysis of creep-be&ing andcreepbuckLIngof an idealized 
H-section beam column was presented in references 5 a&i 6. In this 
work a power-function creep law was assumed in the form 

daidt = (L/EL) (da/dt) + (am/+ 

in which e is the creep strati, a is the stress, snd Rl, h, and m 
are creep constants. !J!heanalysispresentedcouldbe extended tithe 
megner of Libove (ref. 2) to columns of rectangulw CT088 Section, but 
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the amount of labor required for the calculation8 does not appear 
justified, particulsrly intiewof the many 8lmplSyFnga8euurpticns 
necessary. Instead, the aUrple closed-form results of references 5 and 
6 sxe used. Fn conjunctian tit& an effective H-section depth defied so 
that the static properties of the rectangulsr and idealized H section 
are equivalent. Thus,since themcanentof inertia I andsrea A of 
the equivalent H section,respectively, mustequalthemcunentof bertia 
and area of the rectangular sectfon, the equivalent depth is 

h* = h/fi (15) 

In the case of pure bendtig of a beam whose creep parameters are the same 
in tension or compre8sicUl, equation (12) of reference 5 yields 

d(l/R)/dt = (2/%*>(294/Ah*)m (16) 

when applfed to the B-section equivalent of..the rectan4Nsx section, 
equation (16) together with equation (15) yid-da 

d(l/R)/dt = (b/%4 (q3w)- (17) 

!&is equation is seen to be of the ssme form as the empfrically derfved 
equation (13). 

The corresponding creep deflection-time characteristic8 of a simply 
supported column can be obtained from reference 5 or 6. It is hypothesized 
in these references that the creep constants Fwolved can be determined 
from smle uniaxial creep tests together with equation (14). The actual 
loading of a column involves both simple axial compression and bending. 
Because of the importance of the bending, it is probably more justifiable 
to obtain the creep constants from creep-bending tests than from u&axial 
creep teSt8. Hence, for the present analysis the creep constant8 m 
and A are detem with the aid of equation (17) & the results of 
the pure-bending tests. The creep constant m of equation (17) is then 
equal to the corresponding experimentally determined value in equation (13), 
and the creep constant A is related to k accord- to 

From equatfons (l3a) and (l3b), m = 3 and k = 633 x lO-%~~lb-~min-', 
and, from the specimen properties given previously, h = l/4 inch and 
A= l/8 square Wh. Hence, equation (18) y-ields 
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h 14 =298x10 in. -%b3m3n ma) 

331 reference 6 closed-form expressions are given for the creep deflection- 
time characteristics of H-Section columns for srbitrary integral. values 
of m. For the case m = 3, table 2 of reference 5 yields 

2= 

Tm = (l/3) loge k + (3/4fb2ji 

(19) 

inwhich z a~& fro, respectively, are the ratios of the total midpoint 
deflection to the column depth at any time t and immediately after loading 
(at t = 0), T isanotiimensionaltimeparsmeter,asd 7cr isthe 
corresponddng critical-time parameter. In the notatfon of the present 
report 

fTo = ($/h*)/F - @E] 

z = (l/h*)p(t) + &1_1 

In equations (14), (UC), and (2l.e) the constant % appears. It 
is seenfrcmreference 5, or directly from equation (141, that % 98 
an effective modulus corresponding to the intercept of the creep-strain 
axis of the 8ixaigh-L 1-e obtained inaplot of e versus t for con- 
stant sixe8s. Sincethevalue of this strati interce$tis always greater 
than the correspondfng elaStfC s-train, the effective modtius % is 
always less than the actual. elastic modulus. Hence, ff equation (Ue) 
were used, the Ner stress 80 obtained. would. be less than the actus3. 
%nstantaneous buckling stress; and particulsrly when the applied stress 3 
iS ClOSe t0 the aCtLEd buckling siXe88, equations (2%~) aSa (2lc)would 
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yield unrealistic (negative) values. In view of this, El is taken as 
the actual elastic m&itiLu8 at test temperature given earlier as 
E'll = 7.4 X 106 psi. Values for El determined from the bending tests 
and the relation l/R. = M/El1 are given fn table 2. 

The critical time obtained fram equation (20) with El = I!$ is 
plotted in figure 5. In general, the calculated results are fn pear 
agreement with the test results, psrticularly in the region of large 
Initial deviation from straightness. In the theory this critical time 
corresponds to Fnflnite deflections and, hence, ti psrt, to a region in 
which the deflections are too large to be accurately characterized by 
the small-deflection theory employ&l. Rather,usefulcolumnlifem&ght 
be characterized by a limit- deflection, small enough so that the results 
of the theory employed can be justified at least fn this respect. me 
cmes of deflection8 versus time given in reference 5 indicate that, 
after the total midpoint deflection of the column becomes equal to half 
the depth of the column (i.e., z = l/2), the deflections fncrease very 
r=PMly. At this time the stress in the convex flange of the H section 
is zero and thereafter becomes tenstle. Of course, the corre8pondFng 
action of a solid-section column would not be so drastic, since stress 
reversal starts only at the extreme fiber of the convex side. The test 
data for the present series of column tests also Fndicate that column 
collapse starts when Wn/h fs approximately l/2. However, the data 
given in reference 10 and mentioned earlier Show that ti/h ranges frcm 
0.10 for slenderness ratios of 30 to 0.75 for slenderness ratios of 100 
for a wide range of column parameters for 7075-e s&&mm alloy. TUB, 
of course, suggests that choosing z = l/2 to determine an appruximate 
value of the critical time is rather arbitrary. Nevertheless, when z 
is taken equal to l/2 in equation (19) and the rema- parameters sre 
chosen as described previously, the solFd curves shown In figure 5 asle 
obtained. These curves depict the trend of the data fairly weU. The 
corresponding equation In terms of the parameter -rl, which corresponds 
to the time atwhLch z = l/2, is from equation (19): 

T1 = (l/4+ + (3/4) 

From equations (2lc)and (22), the-time tl is 

tl = (l/6)(h/E1)(1fi)2 El/a) - Lf log, {(lA) b + (3/4) o21) (23) 

It should be noted that when equation (22) or (23) is used El should be 
taken equal to ET. 
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!Be experimentaland semi~iricalresulta showntifigure 5are 
replotted Fn terms of the parsmeters T and fir, infigure10. The 
scatter shown by the data is considerable. 'IhisiSdUetiparttothe' 
experiments, the results of which were discussed pceviouely (see fig. T), 
a~.33 inpsrttothehigbly simplifiedfmmof theanalysis employed. The 
results suggest, however, that, for columns whose slenderness ratios sre 
of the order of those tested (Ill), equation (23) affords a reasonable 
guide for the esM.mation of the collapse time. The present work also 
indicates that, If a calm is fabricated from a material whose behavior 
increepbendingcanbe c~ax?terizedattheworkingt~eraturebya 
simple power fur&ion (eq. (13)), a semiempirical formula, correspond- 
to the appropriate value of the creep parameter m, can be obtatied with 
the aid of reference 5 or 6 for estimatFng the critical time. 

The results of the present and previous creep-bUckL5ng tests on 
2024-T!4 s.Cl.~m-alloy columns of rectanguhr cross section indicate 
that the collapse or critical time decreases much more drastically with 
an increase In load than it does with a corresponding percentige increase 
tithe amplitude of the initialdeviationfromstraightnese. 

mom creep-bending tests on XX&-!& almum-aZtloy beams, it is 
concluded that the steady creep rate of the curvature is a simple power 
function of the applied bend- moment. The creep Co11B't&lltS determined 
with such a functfon are used In the correlation of the results of the 
column tests with those of a previously developed creep-buckling theory. 
This theory, which was derived for idealized H-section columns, is modi- 
fied. by the intrcduction of an H-section equivalent of the recWngular 
section, and a semi~irical formula based on the concept of a limiting 
deflection is suggested as a guide in deter&n- collapse time. 

Polytechnic Tnstitute of Brooktyn, 
BroolQm, ET. Y., April 7, 1955. 
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DmOFEIGB-mTURF:S'BRAmGAGE 

Ln the Investigation of creep bucKLing it appeared desirable to 
measure changes instralnincolumn8 atelevatedt~eraturee over 
extendedperfodsoftime. As cmcially available strain gages were 
not suitabti for this PUr'pOSe, an electric-resistance strain gage was 
developed as psrt of the investigation. Ih its present form the strain 
gage is a single straight Cqronwlrebondedtothe specimen inwhich 
the strain istobemeasured. The end section8 of the gage are copper 
plated; these sections replace the lead xlres which in the commerciaUy 
available gages are thicker wires welded to the thunder gage wire. The 
copper-plating procednre is &so useful in controll~ the effective 
@;age length. Details of the manufacturFng process are given, and tests 
are described which indicate proper functioning of the gages at a tem- 
perature of 600~ F. 

DESCKLPTION OF STRAIN GAGE AED OF 

ITSMANCFACTURINGPEOCESS 

Choice of Wire 

A8 the strain gage i8 to measure strains at various Mu.peraturee, 
the wire chosen for it should function properly at elevated temperatures 
and it shouldhave as smalla change inresistancewithtemperature as 
possible. %e material selected is Cupron wzIre manufactured by the 
Wilbur B. Driver Co. of Newark, N. J. The diameter of the wire is 
0.001 inch and its resistance, 281 ohms per foot. 

Copper Plating of R&3 of Gage 

The ends of the gage are copper plated for a number of reasons. 
Ffrst, the process used for copper plat&g allows a COntXQl of the 
effective gage length with aatisfactq accuracy. Secondly, the thickened 
ends of the uire are sturdy, make possible the hsndl3ng of the unattached 
gage without extreme care, and eliminate a greatdealof breakage euchas 
occurred in the neighborhood of the welded jotits at the ends of the 
earlier gages. In consequence of the plat5ng it is not necessary to weld 
thicker lead ties to the thin gage wire proper; the thickened sections 
serve as lead *es and allow easy attachment to the wires of the electrfc 
circuit. FJnally, the welds of the earlier gages are known to have 



caused frregularities in the resistasce of the gages when the temperatie 
chsnged; this effect is eUminated when weld- is abmdon& 

TheplatWg is done Inanacldtankwithanelectrolyteconta-lnina 
the following chemicals per gallon of solution: 

CuSO4.5EI+O, oz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
~y04,oz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 

EI addition, a mucilage glue is used as a brightener; l/8 ounce of it is 
added to each gallon of the solutim. The tank is a glass contaher of 
5- by lo-inch base and 7 inches in height; l/6-inch-thick copper plates 
placed In it serve as the snode. 

c 

Many gages meplated simLl.taneouslybypartiallysuImerglngalong 
wire and cutting it Vito shorter elements after completion of the copper 
pla=ting. Each gagewireis wound ahut 20times aroundarectsngulm 
frame of stalnless steel. Three such frames ere connected inparallel 
and form the cathode; they slide ti the grooves of two vertical blocks 
of lucite mounted on a metal base, and. the assembly is placed in the acid 
-tEll&. !J%eblocks and-the frames withplatedwires are shown Infigme U 
and the ass&I@ fn the glam tank, together with the electric power 
supply, canbe seen infigure 12. 

Thelengthofthe gage is con~olledbyadjustlngthelevelofthe 
electrolyte. The totalunsubmergedlengthof eachturnof thewire on. 
the frame is the gage length, and the two copper-plated ds of the ssme 
turn CBS be considered the lead wdres. Gag&s made with the sane level 
of the electrolyte naturally have the same length. 

It was found advantageous to increase the dismeter of the wire ti 
two steps. Inthe ftistoperationthediameter is allowedto increase 
to about 0.012 inch. 'phen the level of the electro3yte is lowered 
3/8 inch or l/2 inch end the plating process is continued until the 
fWaldis.meteris approximately,O,O25 inch. The two-step amsngement 
results in a satisfactory attachment of the gage to the specfmen as is 
illustrated infigure 3.3. After it is annealed, the O.Oa-W&-thick 
w-&e has good resistance to bend- and twisting and does not break 
easily when it is connected to the wires of the electric measurtig circuft. 

Ihthepower supply of the copper-platingprocess afilamenttrans- 
former reduces the KLO- to 115~volt alternatfn@; current to 10 volts of 
alternate current. The reduced-voltage current enters a selenium 
rectifier to obtain a direct current. Capacitors are usedonthedfrect- 
current side of the circuit to diM&shfluctuations inthevoltage. Tn 
the platln@; process described the maximum voltage of the direct current 
was 8 volts and the maximum current, 18 amperes. 
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The circuitdiagremis presented Fnfigure 14 tiwhich%e components 
shown are specified ae follows: 

Tl. VsrLac (controls voltage supply to primary of the trsnsf ormers): 
0 to I35 volts alternating c urrent, 700 watts 

T293 filament transformers: l3xkd. F-EL-U 

V selenium rectifier: S8zkes Tarzian, catalog no. D-16 

c two capacitis: Mallmymetal canelectrolytic,catalog 
.:-' no. W.P. 041 

; - 

AnnealFng of Cages 

When wire strain gages sxe used for prolonged periods of time at 
high temperatures, they are likely to oxidize with a consequent change 
in their electric resistance. Ito lnmrethatthe gagewillyield stable 
readings,-t;hatis,~ttereadfngsonaninatrumentwi31natvarryuith 
time whenthe strain fs kept constant, it is advantageous to preoxidize 
the wire. This can be accomplished by heating the Kfre to a sufficiently 
hightemperature andbymaintaining Itatthattemperaturelnng enough 
durFngthemanufactu&ngprocess. Theheatinghas the addedadvantage 
that it anneals the copper deposit and ticreases its ductility. 

Of course,heattreatmentmay FnfluencetheCuprongagewire also, 
which Is objectionable. As the annealingtsmperature of the gage wire 
is about 1,200° F, the gage should be annealed belar.l,2C0° F. On the 
other hand, the gage must be heat4 above 6UO" F-because the anneal&g 
temperature of the copper plating isbetween 600~ a1~I1,200~ F. Fjnally, 
the heat treatment must be undertaken at a temperature well above the 
temperature at which the strain gages will be used because, otherwise, 
the layer of oxide may increase in thic3mess during the test. A series 
of experiments has shown that the best results sre obtained when the 
gages are annealed at 800° F for lhour. 

Be actual annealing process is carried out in the followjng msnner: 
After completion of the copper Plato the wires sre cut along the bottom 
edge of the stainless-steel frame. The indivfdual gages so obtained are 
straightened outa&areplacedloosely,withoutbe3ngstretched, onan 
aluminumplate. !l%e ends of theleadwire are attachedtotheplateby 
means of drafting tape (Minnesota Mining and ManufacturFng Co.), & the 
plate isplacedhorizontally inanoven. The oven is heatedto 8OO'F 
andmafntafm~I.atthattemperature for lhour. At the ~IXI of the heat- 
period the gages are allowed to cool slowly to roan temperature. !Ehey 
areremoved fromthe oventithcare becausethedraftingtapeis chsrred 
and does not hold them to the plate. The inaividualgages areplaced. . 
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on sheets of paper to which they are attached by adhesive tape applied 
to the thickened ends; they sze then ready for use. 

The straingagemustbebondedtothetestspecimen inwhichthe 
stratiistobeineasured. Before amhment, the surface of the specimen 
mustbeprepszed SnthefollowWgmanner: 

(1)The surfa& fs cleanedwii&emerypaperandacetone inthe 
standara manner. 

(2)A t&inlayer of Dow-CornIngvaznishno. 993 is appliedwithan 
srtist's brush. 

(3) !lbe varnish is cured as directed by the masufacturer. 

(4)The shine is r-edwith emery paper. 

(5) The procedure described under items (2) to (4) is repea&. 

When the prepszation of the surface'fs com@eted, the strain gage 
is attached in the following steps: 

(1)The straingage is placed on-the surface of the specimen. Care 
must be exercised to keep the gage straight without aqy tension. 

(2)'To maintain the gage in the deafred location and to keep it in 
contactwithsurface of i&e specimen,thethickenedends of thewire 
are attached to the specimen by means of drsfting tape. The tapehas 
been found to wmk satisfactorily up to temperatures of 650~ to 700’ F. 

(3) A thin layer of Dow-Corning varnish no. 993 is applied 183th an 
artist's brush. 

(4)Thevarnishis curedas directedbythemantiacturer. 

(5) The procedure described tier items (3) and (4) is repeated. 

The strati gage is thm'bonded to the test Specimen; its ends csn 
be connected with the wires of the electric measuring circuit. 
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A few experfments have been csrrfed out to verWy the proper 
functioning of the h&h-temperature strain gages. In one test, readings 
of this strain gagewere compareatithreadings of stsrdardBa.ldwin- 
SouthWark SR-G strain gages; all the gages were attached to a beam 
subjected to a constant bending moment at roan temperature. This test 
yielded a gage factor of 2.1 for the high-temperature strain gage, and 
the samevaluewas obtainedat6W" F. 

Other tests were carried out with a column of a series used for 
prelw,tests 5n creep buckling. The columnwasplaced Inanoven 
and theloadwas applied to itbymeans of aleverwithanadvantage of 
5 to 1. Simultaneous readings were made of the load and of the average 
change in resistance in the strain gages bonded to-opposite sides of the 
column,andthe lattervalueswere converted into average strainwith 
the aid of the gage factor of 2.1. %e stress-strati curves derived 
from these data sxe shown in figure 15. One of the two tests represented 
in the figure was carried out at a temperature of 720 F and the other, 
at 600' F. 'Ilhe curves are straight llnesj their slopes sre proportional 
to Young's modulus of the material. At roQm temperature the value of 
10.64 X 106 psiwas obtained for the modulus. At 600° F the corresponding 
value was 7.40 x lo6 psf. IIhe test at 600° F was csrried out at the 
highest possible speed to avoid creep deformations. 

The column was 12 inches long azx3 had a cross section of l/2 by 
l/4 fnchj fts material W&S 202&-L& aluminum alloy. It had a slenderness 
ratio of 166.2; consequently, it was easy to determine its buckling load 
experimentally at rocm temperature without causing perman ent aef033eiom. 
The critical strain of a perfectly elastic column is (IC~/L)~ ad, hence, 
the theoretical critical strain of the column tested was 356 x 10m6. At 
0.988 times the critical load the theoretical strain was 352 x 10W6; the 
expertiental strain was found to be 351 X 104. 

IF the column also behaves perfectly elasticam Fn the test at 
600’ F, the theoretical critical strain is unchanged even though the 
modulus is reduced. At O.gsrl times the critical load correspond3ng to 
the high temperature,-zheory yielded a strain of 353 x lo4 and experi- 
ment, oneof3WxlO . 

It can be concluded that the high-temperature strati gage developed 
adhered well to the surface of aluminum-alloy specimens and appeared to 
be stable at a temperature of 600° F. 
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!lYiaE l.- RESULTS OF COLIMN !T!ESTS 
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Figure 3.- Plot used in determination of cE and el. Column 3; 

'E = 845 x 10w6; el = 0.096. 
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(b) Columns 4 to 6. 

Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- BendIng tpec~n and bottcun plate of wen. L-924f4 
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Figure -(.- Bending teat setup. 
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Figure IL- Lo %Kiires Winding fremes and holder for copper plating g&ge % . 



Figure 12.” Plating k.9ak and poul¶r supply. ‘L-92487 
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Plgure l3.- Bchamtic repressentation of lead wire junction with gage 
We. A, sln@l.e-step ~rangement, nut mcommended; B, two-step 
arrangement, recommended. 
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